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Insight into the liquid crystalline behavior
of poly-{2,5-bis[(4-butoxyphenyl)oxycarbonyl]styrene}: a typical
thermotropic mesogen-jacketed liquid crystalline polymer
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Abstract Based on the thermodynamic and kinetic analy-

ses, the thermotropic hexagonal columnar liquid crystalline

(LC) phase of poly-{2,5-bis[(4-butoxyphenyl)oxycarbon-

yl]styrene} (PBPCS) at high temperature is self-assembled

by driving forces of the conformation entropy and macro-

molecular interaction, respectively. Because of the strong

‘‘coupling effect’’ between flexible backbone and rigid side

chain, the molecular structure of PBPCS can be regarded as

‘‘dual chains’’ model that a flexible backbone and a rigid side

chain are in parallel, the backbone and side chain are corre-

sponded to different molecular thermal motion characteris-

tics. When the orientation requirements of the side mesogenic

chain are dominant, LC phase appears; when the random

motions of flexible backbone are dominant, LC phase dis-

appears. PBPCS demonstrates various types of metastable

phases in the LC phase transition. Above LC phase transition

temperature, molecular motion of rigid side chain is domi-

nant; therefore, LC phase is formed. In the temperature range

from glass transition to LC phase transition, molecular

motion of flexible backbone is dominant; therefore, meta-

stable LC phase may be relaxed partly and even disappear.

The stability of LC phase can be determined by the kinetic

factors, it is related to the residence time for LC phase for-

mation and the interaction among the aggregated columnar

macromolecular chains. Metastable LC phase disappeared in

the subsequent cooling procedure, however, the stable LC

phase was not.
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Introduction

It is different from the famous ‘‘decoupling effect’’ principle

proposed by Finkelmann et al. [1–3] that if the rigid bulky

side mesogens are laterally attached to the flexible backbone

via no spacers, this kind of side chain liquid crystalline

polymer (SCLCP) is known as mesogen-jacketed liquid

crystalline polymer (MJLCP) [4]. Due to the large size and

rigid of mesogens, flexible backbone chains are stretched as

far as possible to meet the space requirements of mesogens,

and rigid ‘shell’ are formed around the flexible backbone

chains, thus, MJLCP maybe similar to the main-chain liquid

crystalline polymer (MCLCP) in performance to some

extent. MJLCP has attracted considerable attention because

of its own unique macromolecular chain structure. In the

past years, research works and developments about MJLCP

have been focused on liquid crystalline (LC) phase mor-

phology and advanced functional materials [5–9].

PBPCS, a typical thermotropic MJLCP, is selected for

the study of LC behavior of MJLCP in this work.

According to the previous research [10], PBPCS shows

unusual phase transition from isotropic into LC phase

above glass transition temperature, i.e., the LC phase

formed at high temperature disappears and re-enters the

isotropic phase in the subsequent cooling procedure.

Meanwhile, rheological results obtained by ARES indi-

cated that rheology and viscoelasticity of PBPCS were

abnormal, and complex viscosity, storage modulus and loss

modulus were all increased with increasing temperature at

LC state. However, reasonable explanation for the unusual

interesting phenomenon has not given in literature [10].
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